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Context | Quantity of interest
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Minimize the fatigue exposure
• Challenge � : Model and predict the nonlinear dynamic behavior
• Challenge � : Quantify the sensibility under changing conditions
• Challenge � : Allow just-in-time feedback
⇒ Reduced Order Modelling
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Context | Issue and existing approaches
Can we construct a reduced order model of a nonlinear multiphysic problem ?
• A posteriori : ”Data-based” reduced order model
• A priori : ”Model-based” reduced order model
Solution Reduction
A priori
A posteriori
⇒ POD, PGD, Modal basis, Machin learning, etc ...
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Physical phenomenon | Aeroelasticity
Vibrations of a structure coupled with a fluid with flow
complexity of the fluid model
complexity of the solid model
NL
NL
linear
aeroelasticity
nonlinear
aeroelasticity
?
What model is suited to capture the phenomena ?
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Nonlinear aeroelasticity | Complexity ?
Ω𝑓 𝜔𝑓
Reference configuration Current configuration
Ω𝑠
𝜔𝑠𝜑(X, 𝑡)
Fluid model complexity Solid model complexity
Navier-Stokes Geometrical nonlinearity
Incompressible Material nonlinearity
Moving mesh Load nonlinearity
Boundary layer Homogeneous, Isotropic
Vortex Thin thickness
Time integration Time integration
⇒ [Ravi ����,PhD thesis]
All phenomena are ”captured”but with the price of complexity
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Linear aeroelasticity : | Limitations ?
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Does it capture the critical flutter velocity ?
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Approach based on FEniCS |Work flow - multiphenics
Geometry
Mesh Gmsh API
+
Read
xdmf file or xml
Multiple domains
Multiple fields
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Ex: Projection on dry modes |Modal analysis
Ω𝑠 [K − 𝜔
2M]U = �
Compute𝐾 Dry modes U𝑖
Ω𝑓
HΦ𝑖 = −C
TU𝑖
Compute𝐾 potential of displacement responsesΦ𝑖
Step �
Step �
Nowwe have a base for the fluid {Φ𝑖} and the structure {𝑈𝑖}
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Ex: Projection on dry modes |Modal analysis
H𝜙
0
= S(𝑉)
Compute𝑁 fluid steady velocity potential 𝜙
0
(𝑉)
Step �.�
Ω𝑓
𝑉
Step � - Field pressure assumption
Ku + Mü = f with f = ∫
Σh
NT𝑝n𝑑𝑠
𝑝 = 𝑝k(u) + 𝑝d(u̇, 𝜙0) + 𝑝a(ü)
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Ex: Projection on dry modes |Modal analysis
Step � - Projection on dry modes
u =
𝐾
∑
𝑖=1
U𝑖𝜅𝑖 or u = B𝜅
and
BT(Ku + Mü − fk − fd − fa)
(k + kadd)𝜅 + dadd(𝜙0)?̇? + (m +madd)?̈? = �
Reduced systemwith FSI operator which gives valuable information on the problem
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Next episode ... | Proper Generalized Decomposition
Work in progress
• Proper Generalized Decomposition : Steady Navier Stokes
• Arbitrary Euler Lagrange : moving meshes
• Hydroelasticity + sloshing (�D)
A�
Re Re Re
a priori PGD ALE Hydroelasticity + gravity
Still learning and still adapting the way I code ... GIT on going
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Future work
• Time integration very soon ...
• Nonlinear beam theory (with Lan)
• Piezoelectric equations
• Experimental studies
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Thank | you all
Love FEniCS
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Reduced Order Modelling | Example of applications
Ex � : Weather estimation
• Objective : estimate �� hours of weather condition
• Problem : It would take � week of computation ...
Time (Hrs)
Solution (velocity, pressure, etc ...)
Data-Base Approximation
� ��
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Reduced Order Modelling | Example of applications
Ex �: Curse of dimensionality
• Compute reaction force for𝑁 parameters in real-time
• Problem : 𝐾𝑁 solutions to pre-compute
Position knife
Load value
Orientation of the knife
N-th parameter
𝑢(𝑝1, 𝑝2, ...𝑝𝑁)
F(𝑝1, 𝑝2, ...𝑝𝑁)
𝑝1
𝑝2
𝑝3
𝑝𝑁
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